The Super Dentists present

**The Super Dentists**

**SAVE THE DAY!**

...a must-see movie for kids of all ages!!

The Super Dentists Save The Day starring "The Tooth Keri" aka Nazli Keri, "Dr. HaveOneSuperSmile" aka Kami Hoss, Mark Notarian as "Cavitator" and introducing Sarah Errington as "Melo-D"

Produced by Kami Hoss Steve Godwin Jordan Wendelken Written & Directed by Steve Godwin
THE SUPER DENTISTS 3D
STRIKE BACK

THE SUPER DENTISTS PRESENT
THE SUPER DENTISTS STRIKE BACK 3D "THE TOOTH KERN" AKA NAZLI KERI "DR. HAVE ONE SUPER SMILE" AKA KAMI HOSM
AND INTRODUCING MARK NOTARIAN AS "CAVITAR" PRODUCED BY LISA CABRAL GINA HERNANDEZ JEFFREY DURKIN STEVE GODWIN
CINEMATOGRAPHY BY ANDY KUEPPER STEREOPHOTOGRAPHY BY KEITH DRIVER WRITTEN BY STEVE GODWIN DIRECTED BY JEFFREY DURKIN & STEVE GODWIN
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